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Introduction 
1. The Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) is committed to excellence by creating a 

positive and high-performing environment in which employees can operate effectively, 
achieve success and satisfaction in their work and contribute to the achievement of the 
MDBA’s strategic and operational priorities. 
 

2. The Performance Management Policy (the Policy) assists in aligning employee 
performance with organisational objectives, developing capabilities and to maximise our 
potential talent to effectively contribute to the organisation in a meaningful and 
rewarding way. Our performance management process is designed to support the 
operating model of the MDBA, where employees will work flexibly across assigned 
projects throughout the performance cycle. 
 

3. The MDBA provides a comprehensive and transparent performance management 
process that supports effective performance and encourages excellence while dealing 
fairly with underperformance and performance that may require development. 

Policy Statement 
4. The MDBA Enterprise Agreement 2017-2020 (the EA) outlines the performance 

management arrangements: 
 

 
All employees who are employed for three months or more (excluding those on probation) must participate 
in the performance management arrangements in the MDBA, known as the Performance Management and 
Development Scheme (PMDS). 
 
MDBA Enterprise Agreement 2017-2020, cl.14, Performance Management  
 

 
5. The EA also outlines the annual incremental advancement which is subject to 

maintaining satisfactory performance: 

 
Annual incremental advancement within a salary range, effective from 1 July each year, is subject to the 
employee maintaining satisfactory performance, in accordance with the MDBA’s PMDS. 
 
MDBA Enterprise Agreement 2017-2020, cl.56, Salary Progression  
 

 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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6. The Policy (as referred to in the EA as the Performance Management and Development 
Scheme) aims to provide all employees with an understanding of their individual work 
expectations and outcomes.  It will clearly demonstrate the alignment between these 
individual expectations and the MDBAs strategic business priorities and direction.  The 
MDBA expects employees to participate and contribute to creating a positive high-
performing culture. 

 
7. All workplace discussions, including performance related conversations, should be 

conducted in a professional, courteous, respectful manner and aligned with the 
behavioural expectations set out in the Australian Public Service (APS) Values and Code 
of Conduct as well as the MDBA CREATE Values. 

Scope  
8. The Australian Public Service Commissioner’s Directions 2016 requires all APS employees 

to participate constructively in the performance management process.  
 
9. All employees, including non-ongoing employees and temporary contractors who are 

employed for a period of three months or more, must develop a Performance 
Management Plan unless they are: 

• on probation or 
• employed under a MDBA training classification (ie. graduate, cadet or trainee). 

  
10. Temporary contractors however will not be eligible for salary increments or performance 

bonuses. 

Performance Management in the MDBA 
11. Performance management in the MDBA provides a holistic and supportive approach 

intended to promote positive engagement between each employee and their manager, 
and to foster stronger team relationships.  
 

12. The performance management process seeks to: 
• establish realistic and meaningful individual performance objectives 
• optimise the performance of the individual employee 
• connect individual/team goals with the strategic objectives of the MDBA 
• act as a mechanism for seeking and providing feedback to employees and 

managers that is constructive, fair and honest 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
http://www.mdba.gov.au/
https://www.apsc.gov.au/aps-values-1
https://www.apsc.gov.au/code-conduct
https://www.apsc.gov.au/code-conduct
https://mdbagovau.sharepoint.com/sites/Billabong/SitePages/Values-and-Conduct.aspx
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/F2016L01430
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• promote continual informal and formal feedback 
• link career and salary advancement to individual performance 
• integrate learning and development and career development with the 

achievement of organisational strategic goals 
• manage underperformance and performance that may require development. 

 
13. The following diagram outlines the performance management process in the MDBA: 

 

 
 

14. To be most effective, the execution of the performance management process requires 
an environment of trust, mutual responsibility and two-way communication.  This is 
facilitated by empowering an environment of mutual obligation through open feedback 
and communication between employees and their managers. 

Performance Management Plan (PMP) 
15. Performance Management Plans (PMPs) assist employees and their managers to develop 

a shared and mutual understanding of expectations. 
 

16. The PMP should be developed initially together by the employee and manager. While 
established at the commencement of the performance cycle the PMP is a ‘live’ document 
and it must be reviewed throughout the cycle as goals are completed.  

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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17. The aim of the PMP is to ensure the employee has a clear understanding of the link 

between the goals and priorities of the workplace they work in, and their own role and 
responsibilities. 
 

18. The PMP will establish: 
• the key activities, goals and requirements of the employee’s role, and the 

expectations for performance over the cycle - these expectations will be based 
on the specific requirements of the position and project work as allocated  

• how the employee’s performance will be assessed as well as the expectations 
placed on the employee at their classification level 

• the MDBA Essential Skills (under review) required to have been completed 
during the PMP period 

• whole of workforce Corporate objectives of the MDBA - this can include WHS, 
diversity, learning and development, legislative compliance and other similar 
initiatives that need to be understood by all. 

 
19. Employees and managers should ensure that major achievements should be recorded in 

the PMP. 
 
20. If an employee changes positions during the performance cycle, they must update their 

PMP with their new manager within four weeks of commencing their new role. 

Learning and Development 
21. Learning and development plays a significant role in attracting, developing and retaining 

high-performing employees and is a process through which employees continue to learn 
and expand their capability to be effective in their work.  Learning and development is a 
responsibility shared by individual employees and their managers, to encourage 
employees to expand, develop and utilise their skills and abilities for their advancement 
as well as to benefit the MDBA. 
 

22. A general discussion should take place regarding current performance in line with the 
newly identified goals and actions.  This will assist in identifying the learning needs which 
may need to be addressed in order for the employee to meet the expected goals over 
the assessment period. 
 

23. All training or development needs should be recorded in the PMP. 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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24. The MDBA offers a range of relevant professional development to educate and to 
support employees in the development of knowledge and skills to perform their role and 
to actively manage their own professional and career development. 
 

25. Strategies for learning and development may include options such as on-the-job or 
formalised training, coaching, self-learning, specific developmental opportunities, 
projects, peer mentoring, cross-skilling etc. 

Performance Cycle 
26. Performance Management is an annual cycle that aligns with the financial year and 

contains three key phases: 
• by 31 July each year – all start-of-cycle PMPs are to be completed 
• by 31 January each year – all mid-year-cycle reviews are to be completed 
• by 30 June each year– all end-of-cycle reviews are to be completed. 

 
27. Throughout the cycle managers should be providing regular, ongoing feedback to their 

employees, particularly as projects are initiated and completed. 
 

28. The following diagram outlines the performance cycle and the various components of 
each stage of the cycle: 

 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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Day to day performance discussions 
29. These are the discussions about performance between employees and their managers 

that occur as part of everyday work. They involve discussion of what each person expects 
at work and feedback on any topic. They can be: 

• at any time  
• informal or more formal (taking place more privately with a record made) 
• to address a specific issue or just a general “how are you going?”  
• a regular sit-down discussion. 

 

Performance planning and review discussions 
30. These discussions happen at scheduled times as part of the performance cycle:  

• performance planning - occurs at the commencement of the cycle and focuses on 
the development of a PMP 

• mid-year and end-of-cycle reviews - occur about halfway through and at the end 
of the cycle and provide the opportunity to discuss how things are going or reflect 
on how things went over the performance cycle. 
 

31. Both types of discussion provide an opportunity for the manager and employee to help 
each other understand:  

• what specific things they need to achieve at work 
• what’s gone well at work and what behaviour they appreciate and like to see  
• how to develop their skills or behaviour in order to do their job even better.  

32. At the end-of-cycle each employee will be assessed against their performance objectives 
and assigned a performance rating as per the rating scale reflected in this Policy.  

Performance Ratings 
33. The MDBA uses a five-point rating scale: 

• Outstanding – reserved for exceptional performance in all areas of the role 
• Exceeds Performance Standards – employee is going above and beyond on a 

consistent basis in many areas of the role 
• Meets Performance Standards (Satisfactory) – the employee is successfully 

meeting all requirements of the position 
• Requires Development – a signal that performance improvements are needed in 

some area 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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• Underperformance – employee should be placed on a performance 
improvement plan in line with the Managing Underperformance Policy. 

 
34. A full description can be found in the Performance Ratings Summary (Attachment A). 

 
35. Rewards for those employees rated as “Outstanding”, both remunerative and non-

remunerative, are based on the evidence provided in the PMP, and considered through a 
moderation process where employees and their performance are compared.  This 
approach helps to ensure a consistent standard. 

 
36. Significant and sustained underperformance should be managed in accordance with the 

Managing Underperformance Policy 2021-2024. 

Performance Progression Payments 

Salary Progression in Substantive Positions 
37. Annual incremental salary advancement within a classification is payable at the end of 

the performance cycle (effective from 1 July each year), subject to the performance 
rating and delegate approval. 
 

38. An employee will advance one salary point within their substantive salary range, at the 
end of the performance cycle, where they have: 

• achieved a performance rating of ‘Meets Performance Standards (Satisfactory)’ 
or higher, and 

• completed a minimum of six months duty with the MDBA (including periods of 
paid leave), at the substantive classification, and 

• not already reached the top salary point within the classification. 
 
39. An employee at the top salary point of their substantive salary range who receives the 

performance rating of Outstanding may be recommended to be paid a one-off 
performance bonus of $1,000.   

 
40. An employee at the penultimate salary point of their substantive salary range who 

receives the performance rating of Outstanding will advance to the top salary point of 
their substantive salary range and may be recommended to be paid a one-off 
performance bonus of $1,000. 

 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
http://www.mdba.gov.au/
https://mdbagovau.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/sites/Billabong/Shared%20Documents/Managing%20Underperformance%20Policy%202021-2024.tr5?csf=1&web=1&e=ac1h3i
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41. Salary progression will not be unfairly delayed where an employee can demonstrate that 
completion of the performance process is delayed due to circumstances beyond their 
control. 
 

42. An employee who receives a performance rating of “Requires Development” is not 
entitled to an incremental salary advancement.  This rating would normally be for an 
employee who has recently been promoted and is still in the early stages of learning the 
new role.  The manager should be guiding the training required, job experiences, 
mentoring and other developmental activities that an employee will engage in to 
develop their capabilities. 

 
43. An employee who receives a performance rating of “underperformance” is not entitled 

to an incremental salary advancement. 

Salary Progression on Higher Duties 
44. Employees should update their PMP to reflect any change of duties and higher 

performance standards expected during periods of higher duties. 
 
45. An employee who, at the end of the annual assessment cycle, is performing higher duties 

will advance one salary point at the higher classification where a performance rating of 
Meets Performance Expectations (Satisfactory) or higher has been achieved, and has 
either: 

• performed higher duties for a continuous period of 12 months (or broken 
periods over the previous 24 months) prior to the annual assessment, or 

• had the delegate certify that the employee will be performing higher duties for 
a continuous period of 12 months. 

 
46. If the performance objectives have been met and an employee has been awarded salary 

progression, any subsequent period of higher duties will be paid at the higher rate. 
 

47. In accordance with clause 56.3 of the EA, the Chief Executive may increase an 
employee’s salary within the applicable classification.  This would be in circumstances 
where employees can demonstrate a consistent level of high performance. 

 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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Recognising and rewarding exceptional 
performance 
48. The MDBA acknowledges that the achievement of our strategic priorities depends on our 

employees.  The recognition and reward of the performance of our employees can help 
build a culture of high-performance, increase employee engagement, reinforce positive 
behaviours, increase retention and maintain and enhance equity.   

49. Managers are encouraged to recognise and reward employees within their area of 
responsibility that demonstrate sustained exceptional performance. 
 

50. The Recognition and Rewards Guideline 2020 outlines recognition mechanisms available to 
managers. 

Underperformance 
51. When a manager identifies a performance concern, they must raise their concern with 

the employee immediately.  This can occur at any point throughout the performance 
cycle and does not need to link to the end of cycle rating. 
 

52. Managers should refer to the MDBA’s Managing Underperformance Policy 2021-2024 for 
guidance on how to address performance concerns. 
 

53. While a manager is addressing a performance concern, the Managing Underperformance 
Policy will take precedence over this Policy. 

Responsibilities 
54. Employees are expected to: 

• develop and maintain their PMP together with their manager  
• actively work towards achieving the goals identified in the PMP 
• contribute to the success of their team through their own work and behaviours 
• identify and participate in relevant learning and development activities 
• complete MDBA Essential Skills learning (under review) as determined by the 

MDBA 
• understand what is required of them in terms of skill levels, behaviours and 

work performance 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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• regularly seek and openly discuss feedback on their performance and any 
development needs 

• constructively participate in informal and formal performance discussions 
throughout the year including the end of cycle appraisal discussion 

• contribute to a work culture where performance feedback and discussion is part 
of the way we work. 

 
55. Managers are expected to: 

• outline the employee’s role and responsibilities and develop the key 
performance goals for the performance cycle 

• discuss the key performance goals with the employee, including timeframes and 
any simple output measures, and ensure they are recorded in the employee’s 
PMP 

• discuss career pathways and learning and development opportunities and 
support employees to develop capabilities for their current role and future 
career within the MDBA 

• provide feedback on the employee’s performance on a regular basis, as well as 
at the end of cycle appraisal 

• provide employees with a consistently respectful and supportive performance 
management experience. 

Review of Actions 
56. There may be times when an employee disagrees or fails to reach an agreement with 

their manager on an aspect of their PMP or assessment.  In the first instance, concerns 
should be discussed with the manager to try to resolve the matter.  
 

57. If an employee is unsatisfied with the outcome of this discussion, they may request a 
review under the Review of Actions provisions of Section 33 of the Public Service Act 
1999 (the PS Act), as set out in the MDBA’s Review of Action Guidelines. The request for 
review must be made within 120 days of the decision being made or the action 
occurring. 

 

 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
http://www.mdba.gov.au/
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2019C00057
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2019C00057
https://mdbagovau.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/sites/css-people/Shared%20Documents/Review%20of%20Actions%20Guidelines%202018.tr5?csf=1&e=9abN8X
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Legislation 
58. Relevant legislation for this Policy is: 

• Public Service Act 1999 

Further advice and information 
59. Further information can be found at the following: 

• Australian Public Service Commissioner’s Directions 2016 
• APS Values 
• APS Code of Conduct 
• APS Employment Principles 
• Performance Management in the APS 
• MDBA Enterprise Agreement 2017-2020 
• Managing Underperformance Policy 2021-2024 
• MDBA CREATE Values 
• HR Delegations 
• Review of Action Guidelines 
• Recognition and Rewards Guideline 2020 

60. For further information or assistance with the performance management process, please 
contact People and Culture.  

 

Attachments 
61. Attachment A – Performance Ratings Summary 
 

  

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
http://www.mdba.gov.au/
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2019C00057
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/F2016L01430
https://www.apsc.gov.au/aps-values-1
https://www.apsc.gov.au/code-conduct
https://www.apsc.gov.au/employment-principles
https://www.apsc.gov.au/sites/default/files/190715_-_policy_-_performance_in_the_australian_public_service_publication.pdf
https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/policies-guidelines/mdba-enterprise-agreement
https://mdbagovau.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/sites/Billabong/Shared%20Documents/Managing%20Underperformance%20Policy%202021-2024.tr5?csf=1&web=1&e=ac1h3i
https://mdbagovau.sharepoint.com/sites/Billabong/SitePages/Values-and-Conduct.aspx
https://mdbagovau.sharepoint.com/sites/Billabong/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=/sites/Billabong/Shared%20Documents/Human%20Resources%20Delegations%2c%20Sub-Delegations%20and%20Authorisations%20-%202020.tr5&parent=/sites/Billabong/Shared%20Documents
https://mdbagovau.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/sites/css-people/Shared%20Documents/Review%20of%20Actions%20Guidelines%202018.tr5?csf=1&e=9abN8X
https://mdbagovau.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/sites/Billabong/Shared%20Documents/Recognition%20and%20Rewards%20Guideline%202020.tr5?csf=1&web=1&e=5NygLS
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Definition Performance Indicators Practical Examples 

Rating: Outstanding  

Outstanding describes an employee 
who: 

• has delivered exceptional results or 
achievements that has made a 
significant contribution to the 
organisation 

• consistently exceeds all expectations 
and delivers excellent results against all 
the objectives established in their PMP 

• demonstrates strong commitment 
and assumes a high degree of 
personal responsibility in achieving 
outcomes. 

Is self-directed and performs at an 
outstanding level by sourcing and utilising 
strategic information and colleague networks 
for guidance in meeting performance 
objectives. 

 
An employee demonstrating 
outstanding performance will indicate 
the following: 
• excellent job and corporate 

knowledge (whole of agency) 
• demonstrated ability in problem 

solving and change management 
• appears to intuitively and effectively 

deal  with all matters relating to their 
position 

• communicates confidently 
and persuasively to all 
audiences 

• delivers, exceptional leadership 
and/or program performance 

• Developed an excellent innovation that 
has delivered quantifiable and 
significant improvements to a program 
or performance. 

• Enhances MDBA standing in the 
Community or the APS eg. an award or 
special recognition. 

• Cultivates important relationships, 
inspires those around them and 
articulates a clear sense of organisational 
purpose. 

• Exhibited excellent leadership 
qualities that has led to sustained 
performance improvements of a 
team. 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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Definition Performance Indicators Practical Examples 

• demonstrated strategic approach, 
exceeding the requirement of the 
role. 

Rating: Exceeds Performance Standards 

Exceeds Performances Standards describes an 
employee who: 
• consistently delivers excellent results 

against all the objectives established 
in their PMP 

• demonstrates strong commitment 
and assumes a high degree of 
personal responsibility in all critical 
areas. 

Mostly operates in a self-directed manner and 
requires minimal guidance to achieve superior 
results.  

Also displays some or all of the following 
attributes: 

 
• is very reliable and actively seeks 

responsibility 
• has very well-developed job knowledge 
• proactively suggests and initiates 

improvements 
• is well able to deal with all of the 

routine and most of the complex 
matters relating to their position 

• manages time, multi-tasks effectively 
and works well under pressure. 
 
 

• Communicates confidently and builds 
consensus through consultation. 

• Develops advice as a subject 
matter expert. 

• Develops, as an individual or part of a 
team, an innovation for an existing 
MDBA objective that improves its 
performance and/or productivity. 

• Initiates improvements to the team 
culture or work environment. 

• Volunteers to take on extra work 
beyond the requirement of their role 
during times of high team workloads. 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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Definition Performance Indicators Practical Examples 

 

Rating: Meets Performance Standards (Satisfactory) 

Meets Performance Standards (Satisfactory) 
describes an employee who: 

• has achieved all the targets and 
behaviours established in their PMP 

• demonstrates solid personal 
commitment and responsibility in 
fulfilling their role 

Requires only routine supervision and 
guidance to perform at an effective level and 
displays some or all the following attributes: 
• a reliable team worker who 

shares information 
• accepts taking responsibility for 

their actions 
• operates in a self-directed manner with 

all routine matters 
• manages time effectively. 

• Participates in team activities and 
keeps informed including supporting 
information and training for achieving 
objective and tasks. 

• Follows policies, procedures and 
systems and team protocols. 

• Agrees to take on extra work during 
times of high team workloads. 

• Communicates confidently and 
effectively. 

Rating: Requires development 

Requires Development describes an employee 
who: 

• has not achieved all the objectives in 
their PMP, but is clearly capable of doing 
so with assistance and/or support 

• has occupied a position for short time or 
is newly promoted to a classification and 
needs further development to fulfil the 
role effectively. 

Requires close supervision to perform their 
duties. The employee may display some or all 
the following attributes: 
• new to job and developing job knowledge 
• there may be scope to 

improve communication skills 
• periods where supervisory 

responsibilities have not been met 
• does not always share information that 

• Follows directions but requires follow 
up to finalise. 

• Difficulty managing change. 
• Avoids complex tasks that they 

are capable of completing. 
• Does not follow or is unaware of policies, 

processes, protocols or delegations. 
• Deals with routine tasks on 

most occasions. 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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Definition Performance Indicators Practical Examples 
is needed by others 

• is clearly engaged with the role 
however may require guidance on 
achieving. outcomes 

• may not always comprehend the 
consequences of not fulfilling their 
role. 

Rating: Underperformance 

Underperformance describes an employee 
who: 

• does not meet the agreed standard of 
performance for the majority of the 
performance cycle and efforts to assist 
improvement have not been successful 

• knowingly breaches MDBA policies and 
processes 

• demonstrates inappropriate behaviours 
in the workplace or during the course of 
work 

• disregards instructions and advice to 
rectify unsatisfactory performance. 

The employee requires constant supervision 
and guidance. The employee may display some 
or all the following attributes: 
• has inadequate skills and knowledge 

for their role 
• makes frequent serious errors 
• low productivity or work produced is 

of poor quality 
• has difficulty dealing with routine matters 
• avoids change, the consequences of which 

has a negative impact on their objectives 
or other colleagues. 

• Does not follow directions. 
• Denies responsibility for errors. 
• Often misses deadlines. 
• Ignores policies, processes, protocols 

or delegations. 
• Poor relationship management and 

may occasionally be difficult to guide 
or supervise. 

• Often misunderstands instructions. 

 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/
http://www.mdba.gov.au/
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